
H85A Browguard
OUR REF: H85A

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

A tough and durable browguard with
integral sweatband and wheel ratchet
system for a secure fit. Adjustable
headband and friction adjustable visor
pivot. ONLY suitable for use with VCA85
visors which are sold separately.

AVAILABLE SIZES: ONE SIZE
 (designed to fit ‘normal size range’)

PACKAGING: Per Pack: 10

        Per Case : 60

COLOURS AVAILABLE: Yellow & Black

NOTE: The levels of protection are based on the
LOWEST value on either the visor or carrier. These
may not be the same on both components -
check before use or contact your supplier for
more information. This product when fitted with
VCA85 visor is for eye protection against
moderate impact hazards but is NOT
unbreakable.

For more information contact :

T: +44  (0) 1902 451 451 F:  +44  (0)  1902 451 276
E:  sales@ultimateindustrial.co.uk

www.ultimateindustrial.co.uk

Technical Details

Complies with the requirements of the European Standard
EN166:2001 "Personal Eye Protection".
EN 166 3 B Average energy impact (resists a 6 mm, 0.86g ball
bearing at 120 m/s) Protection against liquid splashes.
EN 1731 F Low energy impact (resists a 6mm ball, 0.86g ball
bearing at 45m/s) [Applicable when fitted with mesh type visors
only.]

If the symbol F, B and A are not common to both visor and
frame then the lower level MUST be assigned to the complete
eye-protector.

Additional Information:

● Storage: Always store in clean, dry conditions
and contain within the poly bag/box
provided.  Do not store in places subject to
direct, strong sunlight or in contact with
solvents.

● Damage: This product should be carefully
inspected before use and discarded if
damaged in anyway whatsoever.

This document and any other statement provided herein by or on behalf of UCi  are given for informational purposes and do not constitute a contractual agreement nor warranty of merchantability.  UCi assumes no responsibility for the suitability or adequacy of an end user’s selection of product for a specific purpose.
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MEETS:

● Chemicals: Certain chemicals may have
a detrimental effect on contact with this
product.  If in doubt please check with
your supplier.

● Material Declaration: No parts of the
helmet which are in contact with the
wearer are made from materials known
to cause skin irritation.

● Cleaning: Clean with warm soapy water.

EC type examination(s) carried
out by:  INRS, Avenue de Bour-
gogne / B.P.27F 54501 VAN-
DOEUVRE, FRANCE.
Notified Body: 0070

Personal Eye Protection

Instructions for use:

● Inspect the carrier carefully before use and discard if damaged in any way.
● Ensure the visor is correctly fitted to the carrier ( VCA 85) and that all securing tabs are in the

vertical position. Adjust the browguard headband and wheel ratchet to provide a secure
comfortable fit. Gently bend the aluminium trim so that the visor matches the shape of the
carrier before use.

● This is a one size helmet and should be adjusted to fit by moving the pin to the appropriate
ratchet hole at the nape of the neck. If the chin strap is used, adjust the buckle until the helmet
feels comfortable and snug to the head.

Shown With
VCA65 Visor.


